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The
Canadian
Sports
Opportunities
Foundation (CanSO Foundation) is a nonprofit organization that aims to create
healthy opportunities for everyone living in
our communities. Our mission is to provide
affordable access to sports facilities and
programs to people of all ages, income
levels and abilities.
After watching our three predecessors fail,
we have been successfully operating the
Calgary Central Sportsplex for the past four
years, helping over 240,000 people get more
involved with exercise and keep active by
participating in the sport of their choice.
We are passionate about continuing to grow
a strong, healthy community around us, and
to provide the optimum environment and
equipment in order for them to thrive in their
sport. Whether this means providing support
for low income families that otherwise may
not be able to afford to participate, by helping
get seniors more involved in exercise, or
simply by upkeeping the facilities needed for
aspiring athletes to continue growing; we are
committed to keeping people moving.

Throughout our short history, we have
supported the likes of Villains Soccer and the
Western Ball Hockey League to help them
become some of the biggest organizations
in each of their fields, as well as aided over
100 athletes take part in low cost basketball
programs. We have made it our life’s work
to help each promising athlete reach their
full potential and unite a strong community
of healthy, happy members.

COMMUNITY IS OUR LIFELINE
We live for supporting our community achieve their goals and provide four core arms of support:

Assistance for low income families
Not only does providing children with access to sports allow them to thrive, but
introducing a healthy lifestyle for the whole family has actually been proven to
improve life in the home. Research has shown that opportunities to get involved
with team sports can enhance levels of self-esteem and self-worth at any age, a
driving factor in increasing building positive personal and working relationships and
decreasing chances of domestic abuse. By offering assistance with registration
fees and acquiring necessary equipment we can help more low income families
participate in healthy activities and lead a happier, more positive life.

Seniors organizations
Social isolation can be crippling to senior citizens both mentally and physically. We
work to empower partner organizations that offer low impact activities to encourage
seniors to get out and get involved with their peers, providing vital support to those
who need it most.

Special interest groups
We believe that those who are educated, mentored, and empowered have a
profoundly positive impact on their communities and the world. That’s why we partner
with educational institutions who may not have any access to recreational facilities,
charities, and special needs groups, to provide them with the resources and space
they need to engage with a new sport in a safe and welcoming environment.

Promising athlete program
Unfortunately not all athletes can afford the additional support required to achieve a
scholarship or their first footing on the career ladder. Extra mentoring, nutrition plans
and advice, and specialised skills coaching are all luxuries afforded to the wealthier
athletes - automatically giving them the advantage even before the whistle is blown.
We identify athletes from a low income background in need of just that extra boost and
help them fulfill their potential.

To continue with our mission and achieve our
goals, we need your help.
We believe that inspiring the next generation of athletes is rooted in
being able to provide state of the art facilities, and with your support, we
aspire to upgrade and maintain the Calgary Central Sportsplex so that
it remains an integral part of the community. Your vital donations can
aid us in improving areas of the center that have become worn from
use, including replacing flooring, repairing courts and equipment, as
well as key upgrades to ventilation, bathrooms and changing facilities.
You will also be an essential factor in helping us to continue offering
support to low income families, seniors, and disadvantaged promising
athletes. Many of which to whom basic sport opportunities wouldn’t
be available otherwise, your donation will go a long way in providing a
channel of support and empowerment to access the skills they need
to change their life.

SPONSORSHIP TIERS
The CanSO Foundation invites you to be a part of our mission and contribute through any of
our five sponsorship levels.

PLATINUM LEVEL
CONTRIBUTION: +$40,000
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

AVAILABILITY: 1

DURATION: 2 years

Facility naming rights
Your company's name and logo will be exposed to Sportsplex’s 240,000 annual visitors on our
massive, street facing billboard.
The organizations name will be added to the Calgary CentralSportsplex's website as "YOUR
COMPANY HERE'S Calgary Central Sportsplex".
Be listed as our sole platinum contributor for 2 years.
We will recognize your business on our website and wall of gratitude.

GOLD LEVEL
CONTRIBUTION: +$15,000
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

AVAILABILITY: 3

DURATION: 2 years

Field naming rights
Company’s name and logo will branded on the end boards of the court of your choice.
Be listed as one of our 3 gold contributors for 2 years.
We will recognize your business on our website and wall of gratitude.

SILVER LEVEL
CONTRIBUTION: +$5,000
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

AVAILABILITY: 5

DURATION: 2 years

Three court board ads
Company’s name, logo and message will branded on the boards of all three courts.
Be listed as one of our 5 silver contributors for 2 years.
We will recognize your business on our website and wall of gratitude

BRONZE LEVEL
CONTRIBUTION: +$1,000
▶▶
▶▶

AVAILABILITY: 25

DURATION: 1 years

Be listed as one of our 25 bronze contributors for 1 year.
We will recognize your business on our website and wall of gratitude.

BRICK AND MORTAR LEVEL
CONTRIBUTION: Up to $999
▶▶
▶▶

AVAILABILITY: Unlimited

Be listed as one of our 25 bronze contributors for 1 year.
We will recognize your business on our website and wall of gratitude.

DURATION: 1 years

H OW T H E F U N D S
W I L L B E A L LO C AT E D
Sport Calgary has identified that our city has a noticeable
lack of access to sports, especially infrastructure, and
especially in the North East. We set out to remedy this
and are extremely proud of how far we’ve come, but the
journey continues.
For the first year of our project, we will be largely
focused on upgrading our facilities and repairing key
areas of the complex. We are looking to minimize
barriers for senior organizations and special interest
groups to make our facilities as accessible and userfriendly as they can possibly be, while maintaining a
safe, practical environment.
Moving forward once the essential repairs are complete,
we will be looking to allocate a higher percentage of
the funds towards our user-centered programs, local
organization outreach and our Promising student
programs. We know each case and need is different
and will work with individual coaches and athletes to
curate a unique plan.

Show your support
Thank you for your time and consideration. If you are
interested in supporting the CanSO Foundation please
contact donate@cansofoundation.com.

